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The final fate of a neutron star binary 

rate for this mass of r-process material, Mr–p, is
plotted in Fig. 4A.
Although heating from ~0.01 M⊙ of r-process

ejecta could explain thepeak observed luminosity,
it would have several further consequences. First,
the fast rise (<0.5 days) would require that the
specific opacity, k, of this material be less than
~0.08 cm2 g–1 (34). The opacity is strongly de-
pendent on the presence of lanthanide elements,
because they have a large number of bound-
bound transitions due to the presence of an open
f shell (37). This low inferred opacity would thus
imply that the early ejecta cannot be lanthanide-
rich. Then, the abundance of lanthanides is
strongly dependent on the neutron richness of
the ejecta, often expressed as the electron frac-
tion Ye, where Ye = 0.5 for symmetric matter
(equal proportions of neutrons and protons) and
Ye = 0 for pure neutrons. To produce material
with such lowopacity that is relatively lanthanide-
free would require Ye ≳ 0:3.
Second, this low inferred opacity would cause

the associated material to quickly become op-
tically thin (within ~2 days, when SSS17a is blue/
hot). A low optical depth is inconsistent with the
continuing optical emission that we observed
over the following weeks from SSS17a, so this
model necessitates an additional higher-opacity
component. Comparing the r-process heating to
the later light curve yields a mass estimate of
0.05 ± 0.02M⊙ (Fig. 4A), but for SSS17a to remain
optically thick for a time scale of 2 to 3 weeks
requires an opacity k ≳ 5cm3g!1 . The evolution
of the light curve over this time interval therefore
constitutes evidence for a second, lanthanide-rich
component, which dominates at later times when
the SSS17a is red/cool.
Such two-component ejecta are generally ex-

pected for neutron star mergers (38, 39). This
structure could correspond to two distinct phys-
ical components, where the lanthanide-rich com-
ponent arises from material ejected on dynamical
time scales via processes such as tidal forces (40)
and the lanthanide-free component forms on
longer time scales (~seconds), such as from the
accretion disk wind (41). Alternatively, both of
these compositional components could arise
from the same dynamical ejecta (42, 43). The exact
contribution of each component to the observed
light curve depends on themass ratio of the merg-
ingbinary, aswell as the orientation relative to the
line of sight (44). For example, it is possible that
the blue component could be underestimated if it
is partially obscured/absorbed by the material
producing the red component. Detailed mod-
eling, which accounts for these degeneracies, is
presented in a companion paper (45).
Figure 4C shows the evolution of the mea-

sured radii. A comparison to model curves for
material moving at 10, 20, and 30% of the speed
of light indicates that the photosphere expands
at relativistic speeds in the first few days. How-
ever, after about 5 days, the photosphere begins
moving inward. This behavior is reminiscent of
hydrogen-rich core-collapse supernovae after hy-
drogen recombination (46), and a similar process
may be occurring here. In the case of an r-process

powered transient, recombination of the open
f-shell lanthanide elements, such as neodymium,
is expected to begin at a temperature of ~2500 K
(37). These ionized elements are the dominant
opacity source, so the recombination causes the
opacity to decline rapidly and the photosphere to
move inward. This interpretation is corroborated
by the effective temperature of ~2500 K that we
measure from the SED for t > 5 days and supports

our assumption of a roughly constant temper-
ature throughout the remainder of the evolution.
Other processes have been considered for pro-

viding an optical counterpart to neutron star
mergers, including magnetic dipole spin-down,
heating from radioactive nickel, and cocoon
emission [e.g., (47–49)]. These models must be
compared with our detailed observations as well.
For instance, luminosity poweredby the spin-down

Drout et al., Science 358, 1570–1574 (2017) 22 December 2017 3 of 5

Fig. 3. Evolution of the UV to near-IR
SED of SSS17a. (A) The vertical axis, log
Fl,o, is the logarithm of the observed
flux. Fluxes have been corrected for
foreground Milky Way extinction (34).
Detections are plotted as filled symbols,
and upper limits for the third epoch
(1.0 days postmerger) as downward
pointing arrows. Less-constraining upper
limits at other epochs are not plotted
for clarity. Between 0.5 and 8.5 days after
the merger, the peak of the SED shifts
from the near-UV (<4500 Å) to the near-IR
(>1 mm) and fades by a factor >70. The
SED is broadly consistent with a thermal
distribution, and the colored curves repre-
sent best-fitting blackbody models at each
epoch. In 24 hours after the discovery of
SSS17a, the observed color temperature
falls from ≳ 10,000 K to ~5000 K. The
epoch and best-fitting blackbody temper-
ature (rounded to 100 K) are listed. SEDs
for each epoch are also plotted individually
in fig. S2 and described in (34). (B) Filter
transmission functions for the observed photometric bands.
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Fig. 4. Physical parameters derived from the
UV to near-IR SEDs of SSS17. Vertical dashed
lines indicate the time of merger and 4 days
postmerger, between which SSS17a undergoes
a period of rapid expansion and cooling. (A)
Pseudo-bolometric light curve evolution; repre-
sentative r-process radioactive heating curves
are also shown. Although the initial observed
peak is consistent with ~0.01 M⊙ of r-process
material (blue curve), this underpredicts the
luminosity at later times. Instead, the late-time
(>4 days) light curve matches radioactive
heating from 0.05 ± 0.02 M⊙ of r-process
material (red curve). (B) Best-fitting blackbody
model temperatures. At 11 hours after the
merger, SSS17a is consistent with a blackbody
of ≳ 10,000 K. Between 4.5 and 8.5 days, the
temperature asymptotically approaches ~2500 K,
the temperature at which open f-shell lan-
thanide elements are expected to recombine.
Radii and luminosities beyond 8.5 days are
computed assuming a temperature of

2500þ500
!1000 K and are plotted as squares. This

temperature range is highlighted by the orange
horizontal band. (C) Best-fitting blackbody
model radii. Curved lines represent the radius of material moving at 10, 20, and 30% the speed of
light. At early times the increase in radius with time implies that the ejecta are expanding
relativistically. After ~5 days, the measured radii decrease, likely due to recombination.
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Electromagnetic precursors

ERM & Philippov (ApJL 2020)

•Magnetospheric interaction 
can release of significant 
amounts of EM energy

Twisting of field 
lines can enhance 
emission ( )ζϕ ≫ 1

Lai (2012)

•EM precursors can constrain 
binary parameters (e.g. spin)

ℒdiss = 7.4 × 1042 ζϕ ( B*

1012 G )
2

( a
30 km )

−13/2

erg s−1
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Lorimer & Kramer (2004)4 J. Pétri
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Figure 1. P − Ṗ diagram of all known pulsars with measured period and period derivatives.
Data are from the ATNF Pulsar Catalogue at http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat/
and Manchester, R. N., Hobbs, G.B., Teoh, A. & Hobbs, M., AJ, 129, 1993-2006 (2005).

remains largely misunderstood. Moreover, only a fraction of 10−5 of the rotational kinetic
luminosity is converted into radio power. The radio brightness temperature is of the order
Tb ≈ 1025 − 1028 K, thus not produced by a usual plasma process but via a coherent
emission mechanism that still awaits to be elucidated. To get a more accurate idea of the
pulsar machinery, it is compulsory to make a rigorous scrutiny of the physical conditions
reigning inside its magnetosphere. The assumption of a rotating magnetic dipole loosing
energy per vacuum electromagnetic radiation is unrealistic because we would only ex-
pected emission at the rotation frequency Ω completely at odds to observations showing a
broad band emission spectrum from MHz frequencies up to TeV energies. The rotational
braking of the star, the nascent current in the magnetosphere circulating into the wind,
the associated particle acceleration and transport of energy from the surface across the
light cylinder up to the nebula therefore all require a detailed knowledge about their
electrodynamics, especially the longitudinal electric current (along magnetic field lines).
For the sake of simplicity, we essentially distinguish three kind of magnetospheres, or

more exactly three fundamental hypotheses to the elaboration of pulsar magnetosphere
theory. On one extreme side, we consider a naked star, entirely devoid of plasma in its
immediate neighbourhood, the zero-th order formulation so to say. Of course, without
plasma there is no high energy emission but if the plasma density remains negligible,
the dynamics only weakly depends on the plasma motion and properties. On the other
extreme side, we consider a star completely surrounded by a dense plasma, screening the
longitudinal electric field E‖ = E·B/B that would be imposed in vacuum by the previous
assumption. In between these two conflicting starting points, an intermediate model
admits the existence of a surrounding partially filled or empty magnetosphere, depending
on our pessimistic or optimistic view, called an electrosphere. These three models and
possible variations as well as their related observational implications are synthesized
in fig. 2. The place of the plasma density cursor is the discriminating parameter. The
low density limit leads to non linear plasma wave models (Rajib et al. 2015) whereas
the high density limit was developed as a relativistic wind model. Pair production in the
magnetosphere is the key process to determine which regime is to be applied and nothing

Petri (2016)

•Rotating neutron stars are 
observed as radio pulsars.

•Their rotation rate can be 
accurately measured from the 
radio signal. 

•Pulsars are thought to be born 
slowly rotating, spin-up requires 
mass accretion from a 
companion

•Fastest spinning pulsar  
PSR J1748−2446ad  
rotates at P ≈ 1.4 ms

Spinning neutron stars

Hessels+ (2006)
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Goldreich&Julian (1969)

Pulsar magnetospheres
•Pulsars are equipped force-

free magnetospheres 
consisting of a highly 
conducting  pair 
plasma

e− − e+

Neutron star pole

γ
e−

e−

e+

voltage gap

⃗B
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Goldreich&Julian (1969)

•Field lines beyond the light 
cylinder open up

Pulsar magnetospheres
•Pulsars are equipped force-

free magnetospheres 
consisting of a highly 
conducting  pair 
plasma

e− − e+
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Pulsar magnetospheres
•Pulsars are equipped force-

free magnetospheres 
consisting of a highly 
conducting  pair 
plasma

e− − e+

Goldreich&Julian (1969)

•Field lines beyond the light 
cylinder open up

•Strong current sheets are 
present that might be 
responsible for some of the  
coherent radio emission

Philippov+(2019)

Radio Nanoshots 3

Figure 1. Plasma density in the 2D global simulation of the striped wind in the equatorial plane, for plasma multiplicity at
the stellar surface  = 100. Current sheet beyond the LC is unstable to tearing instability and is fragmented into plasmoids.
The black dashed circle shows the pulsar’s LC. Sub-panels show the zoom-in into the plasmoid chain in a region highlighted
with a white rectangle and present (a) the plasma density, and (b) the toroidal component of the magnetic field. Panel (c)
shows the lightcurve of two radio pulses (blue and red lines), the radio lightcurve averaged over two rotational periods of the
pulsar (black solid line) and the gamma-ray profile (black dashed line).

scales approximately as RLC/�, but we caution that our
dynamic range is too small to predict an asymptotic
scaling. However, it is clear that for real parameters of
the Crab, this would correspond to very large numbers
of plasmoids between one and two RLC. We also ob-
serve plasmoid mergers at r . (1 � 3)RLC, with most
frequent mergers of small plasmoids occurring close to
the LC. As plasmoids grow when they propagate away
from the LC, we observe mergers of bigger plasmoids
at larger distances. We note that mergers of all sizes
should be much more frequent for realistic parameters.
Beyond r ⇡ 4RLC the flow expands nearly radially, and
the plasmoid structure freezes out.
Figure 1b shows the toroidal magnetic field compo-

nent, exhibiting a wave-like structure (most clearly seen
around r ⇡ 2.2RLC, � ⇡ 3.1) coming from big plas-
moids. As discussed below, these waves are fast waves
emitted in the process of plasmoid mergers. We compute
the lightcurve of this low-frequency radiation by measur-
ing the Poynting flux at the simulation boundary, r =

6RLC and � = 0, and subtracting the “DC”components
of the EM field which correspond to the bulk Poynt-
ing flux in the pulsar wind. The result is a sequence of
bright short pulses with variable arrival times clustered
around rotational phases 0.3 and 0.8 (see Figure 1c).
The lightcurve averaged over a few pulsar rotations is
shown as a black solid line; it is significantly narrower
than the lightcurve of the incoherent high-energy syn-
chrotron emission of particles accelerated in the current
sheet (black dashed line, reproduced from Cerutti &
Philippov 2017). As the synchrotron emission is in the
gamma-ray band for young energetic pulsars (Uzdensky
& Spitkovsky 2014; Hakobyan et al. 2018), we find that
the peaks of coherent low-frequency emission coincide
with the peaks of the gamma-ray lightcurve1. Below

1 In the Crab, radio and gamma-ray peaks are slightly o↵set
in phase (Abdo et al. 2010). 3D magnetospheric modeling for
realistic inclination and viewing angles is required to reproduce
observed lightcurves.

Philippov+(2019)
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GReX code

Binary black holes in ambient gas

•GRMHD with dynamical spacetime, 
both fourth order accurate

•Solves GRMHD in local frame with 
optional HLLD Riemann solver

•Dynamical space-time evolution  
using Z4c

•Full dynamical AMR capability  
through AMReX framework

•Recently extended to fully resistive 
GRMHD with force-free coupling 

̂f i = f i +
1

24
Δ2f i

∇μ(Tμν
hydro + Tμν

EM) = 0 Gμν =
8πG
c4 (Tμν

hydro + Tμν
EM)

ERM+ (in prep)
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Adaptive mesh refinement in simulations 
of binary neutron star mergers

•At the time of merger a shear layer forms 
at the contact interface of the two stars

•Additional perpendicular compression due 
to gravity between the two stars

•Kelvin-Helmholtz instability can amplify 
the magnetic field strength by several 
orders of magnitude

ERM+ (in prep)

ERM+ (in prep)

35m resolution 
on 12,000 cores 

computed with GReX

Kiuchi+(2015,2018)

Exploratory dynamo studies  
with V. Skoutnev & A. Bhattacharjee (PPPL) 
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Under the hood
•All computationally heavy routines have been written using 
modern C++17 expression templates and zero-overhead parallel 
data types 

•Allows to write easily maintainable code that will be converted 
to intrinsics at compile time(even with many branches)

  

(M. Kretz,  Vc Library,   
ISO C++ Parallelism TS2)

if constexpr (std::is_same_v<simd<T, Abi>,
         simd<double, Vc::simd_abi::__avx512>>) {
   return static_cast<simd<double, Vc::simd_abi::__avx512>>(
 _mm512_castsi512_pd(_mm512_alignr_epi64(
   _mm512_castpd_si512(static_cast<__m512d>(b)),
 _mm512_castpd_si512(static_cast<__m512d>(a)), Shift))); 
}

auto W2Ricci_conf = evaluate(sym2_cast( 
     1./2. * DDW  - 1./4.*W_sq_inv* tensor_cat(dW,dW)
 +1./2.*(divDW - 3/2.*contract(dW,dW_u)*W_sq_inv)*gammat));

covering the large computational region as well as compu-
tational costs. Because of this reason, the AMR algorithms
are employed by many numerical relativity groups now
(e.g., [8,9,12,17]), which have provided a variety of nu-
merical results recently.

Motivated by the facts mentioned above, we have
developed a new code in which an AMR algorithm is
implemented, named SACRA (SimulAtor for Compact
objects in Relativistic Astrophysics) [35]. This code
can evolve not only BH-BH binaries but also NS-NS
and BH-NS binaries with a variety of EOSs. In SACRA,
the Einstein equations are solved in a similar AMR tech-
nique to that adopted in Ref. [17]. Namely, we adopt a
fourth-order finite differencing scheme for spatial deriva-
tives and a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme for
integration forward in time. For the AMR algorithm, six
buffer zones are prepared at the refinement boundaries and
for the interpolation at the refinement boundaries, fifth-
order Lagrangian interpolation scheme in space and
second-order Lagrangian interpolation scheme in time
are adopted. For simplicity, the size and the grid spacing
of computational domain for each refinement level are
fixed, although the computational domain can move with
the compact objects. We find that this scheme is so stable
that we do not have to introduce the Kreiss-Oliger-type
dissipation, which is often necessary in some AMR codes.
For solving the hydrodynamic equations, we adopt a high-
resolution central scheme proposed by Kurganov and
Tadmor [36] with a third-order interpolation for recon-
structing the fluid flux at cell interfaces. For implementing
the AMR algorithm, six buffer zones are also prepared as in
the gravitational field. Fifth-order and second-order
Lagrangian interpolations are basically adopted in space
and in time, respectively, although a limiter function is
applied in the time interpolation for a region where fluid
variables vary steeply. We also find that with this scheme,
a stable long-term evolution is feasible for NS-NS and BH-
NS binaries.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we
briefly describe the basic equations, the gauge conditions,
the methods for extracting gravitational waves, and the
quantities used in the analysis for the numerical results.
We describe an AMR scheme, which we employ in
SACRA in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, numerical results for
the simulation of BH-BH, NS-NS, and BH-NS binaries
are presented separately. The simulations were performed
for a variety of grid resolutions and grid structures.
Convergence of numerical results shows validity of our
code. Section V is devoted to a summary. Throughout
this paper, we adopt the geometrical units in which G ¼
c ¼ 1, whereG and c are the gravitational constant and the
speed of light. Latin and Greek indices
denote spatial components ðx; y; zÞ and spacetime compo-

nents ðt; x; y; zÞ, respectively: r $
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2 þ z2

p
. !ijð¼

!ijÞ denotes the Kronecker delta.

II. FORMULATION

A. Brief review of basic equations

The fundamental variables for geometry in 3þ 1 de-
composition are ": the lapse function, #k: the shift vector,
$ij: the metric in a three-dimensional spatial hypersurface,
and Kij: the extrinsic curvature. We solve the Einstein
evolution equations using a slightly modified version of
the BSSN (Baumgarte-Shapiro-Shibata-Nakamura) for-
malism [37]. In the original version of the BSSN formal-
ism, one chooses the variables to be evolved as

~$ ij ¼ e&4%$ij; (1)

~A ij ¼ e&4%ðKij & 1
3$ijKÞ; (2)

% ¼ 1
12 ln½trð$ijÞ(; (3)

K ¼ Kk
k; (4)

Fi ¼ !jk@j ~$ik or ~!i ¼ &~$ij
;j: (5)

Note that the condition detð~$ijÞ ¼ 1 has to be satisfied (we
assume to use Cartesian coordinates). In the present ap-
proach, we also evolve ~$ij, ~Aij, K, and Fi or ~!

i, whereas
instead of %, we evolve W $ e&2% following Ref. [27].
The primary reason is that we adopt the grid-center-grid in
numerical simulation; when center of a BH is located
approximately at a grid point, % becomes too large to
compute accurately. With the choice ofW, such pathology
can be avoided, as first pointed out by Campanelli et al.
[13]. In this formalism, the Ricci tensor with respect to $ij

is written as

Rij ¼ ~Rij þ RW
ij ; (6)

where ~Rij is the Ricci tensor with respect to ~$ij and

RW
ij ¼ 1

W
~Di

~DjW þ ~$ij

"
1

W
~Dk

~DkW & 2

W2
~DkW ~DkW

#
:

(7)

Here, ~Di is the covariant derivative with respect to ~$ij.
Merits of using W instead of & ¼ e&4% proposed in
Ref. [13] are that (i) the equation for RW

ij is slightly sim-

plified and (ii) even forW ! 0, no singular term appears in
the basic equation in which RW

ij always appears in the form

of W2RW
ij .

In SACRA, we implement both equations for Fi and ~!i.
As we show in Sec. IV, numerical results do not depend
strongly on the choice of the variables.
For the condition of the lapse function " and the shift

vector #i, we adopt dynamical gauge conditions. For the
case that we adopt the Shibata-Nakamura-type BSSN for-
malism (hereafter Fi-BSSN formalism), the gauge equa-
tions adopted are [29]

SIMULATING COALESCING COMPACT BINARIES BYA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 78, 064054 (2008)

064054-3

https://github.com/VcDevel/Vc
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GRMHD and Force-Free
•Complete CFD module has 100% vector register use

•Limited interpolation(WENO5) has same cost in all direction,  
  also for non-contiguous directions. (About 6% of total runtime)

•Made sure all memory access is vectorized and aligned with 
  cache line.

•Non-linear root-finding fully vectorized using masked assignment  

     if (abs(R) < 1. && nn > 2) {
        press_pp = press_prev;
        press_prev = press;
        press = Paitken;
        an += (press - press_prev) * 
               rhostari;
      };

      auto mask = (abs(R) < 1.) && (!mask_conv);
      if (any_of(mask) && nn > 2) {
        where(mask, press_pp  )= press_prev;
        where(mask, press_prev)= press;
        where(mask, press     )= Paitken;
        where(mask, an        )+= (press - press_prev) * rhostari;
      };
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Efficient use of the HPC architecture

AVX512: 99.1% vectorization!

Memory limited: 42.8%!!

On average: 20.5% peak performance

Memory access dominated by 
AMReX routines!

Skylake-X workstation
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Efficient use of large machines
FRONTERA

SuperMUC-NG

•Excellent single and multi-
node scaling.  

•Code has been optimized on 
SuperMUC-NG with help of 
HPC-tuning staff (AstroLab)
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Electromagnetic precursors 
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Electromagnetic precursors 
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Electromagnetic precursors 
Adding the right twist
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Twist induced by 
spinning neutron star

Electromagnetic precursors 
Adding the right twist
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Corotating frame

Electromagnetic precursors 
3D Force-free electrodynamics simulation

ERM & Philippov  
(ApJL 2020)
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Corotating frame

Pre-merger flaring 
 3D Force-free electrodynamics simulation

ERM & Philippov  
(ApJL 2020)
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Flaring in pre-merger binary neutron stars magnetospheres 3

Figure 2. Electromagnetic flare launched from an orbiting
neutron star binary in close contact after a significant twist
has built up due to the rotation of the right star. Shown in
color is the out-of-plane magnetic field B� in a co-rotating
frame indicating the twist in the flux tubes connecting the
stars. The current sheet trailing the flare is shown to form
magnetic islands as a result of the plasmoid instability.

order to establish that this flaring e↵ect is also present in
binaries endowed with di↵erent field configurations we in
addition consider binaries where the magnetic moment
of one of the stars is misaligned with the orbital angu-
lar momentum. Finally, we also establish the robustness
of our results by studying the fiducial binary at various
separations ranging up to 100 km. As we show below,
for the case of the misaligned binary the flaring occurs
even in the case of non-spinning neutron stars. More-
over, the flaring luminosity depends only on the sepa-
ration between the two stars, not on the actual values
of the stellar spin. This proves that flaring events are
driven by the energy stored in the twisted magnetic field
loop, and not by the Poynting flux driven by the orbital
or rotational motion (Carrasco et al. 2019; Carrasco &
Shibata 2020).

We consider two stars endowed with strong dipole
magnetic fields having a field strength B0 ' 1012 G at
the surface. In particular, we focus on anti-aligned field
line configurations with their magnetic moments point-
ing in opposite directions, which result in a closed loop
magnetic field configuration. Since the field strengths of

the interacting dipoles become strongest at close separa-
tion shortly before merger, we study a fiducial binary at
45 km separation, which corresponds to an orbital light
cylinder Rorbit

LC ' 170 km. The light cylinder here de-
notes the distance from the origin of the binary beyond
which its no longer possible for the field to co-rotate
as this would have to happen at speeds larger than the
light speed (Goldreich & Julian 1969). We include dif-
ferential motion in the fiducial binary by adding spin to
one of the stars, corresponding to a stellar light cylin-
der Rstar

LC ' 470 km. As outlined in the previous section
we then proceed and perform a fully special relativistic
force-free simulation of this orbiting binary to illustrate
how powerful electromagnetic flares can be launched in
a binary system in close contact prior to merger.

After an initial transient necessary for the force-free
constraint relaxation scheme to establish an initial force-
free magnetic field configuration, the spinning star in
the fiducial binary continuously twists the magnetic flux
tube connecting the two stars. This is illustrated in Fig.
1 which shows the out-of-plane magnetic field compo-
nent B� in a co-rotating frame. The twist causes the
magnetic field lines to inflate transferring energy from
the rotation of the neutron star into the magnetic field.
It is important that for this process to work the stars
need to be in su�ciently close contact since the twist
is established by an Alfven wave propagating between
the two stars along the flux tube, which requires that
the separation a of the binary is smaller than the stellar
light cylinder Rstar

LC . Assuming realistic dimensionless
spins �  0.05 1, i.e. Rstar

LC ' 350km, in the binary
(Zhu et al. 2018), this will always happen during the
last orbits before the merger.

As can already be anticipated in Fig. 1, at some point
the built-up pressure of the toroidal magnetic field B�

will be so strong that the twisted magnetic flux tube
that connects the two stars, blue and red region in Fig.
1, has to open up. This is shown in Fig. 2 which
presents the flare at the time when a magnetic bub-
ble gets ejected together with a reconnecting current
sheet trailing it, similar to magnetar flares (for exam-
ple, in 2D force-free simulations of Parfrey et al. 2012).
Looking at the out-of-plane magnetic field component it
can easily be seen that magnetic islands are formed in
the current sheet, suggesting that magnetic reconnection
and the plasmoid instability are taking place (Loureiro
et al. 2007; Bhattacharjee et al. 2009). In order to better
quantify the energy contained in the out-going bubble

1 The dimensionless spin is defined as � = J/M2, where J
and M are the angular momentum and mass of the neutron star,
respectively.

Emission mechanism
•Need to convert the emitted 
electromagnetic energy into 
coherent radio waves!

•Electromagnetic fireball similar 
to the one in magnetar model 
of FRBs (maser emission from 
magnetized shock) Lyubarsky (2014),  

Beloborodov (2017)

•Merger of plasmoids 
promise to be another 
potential channel for 
coherent radio emission
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(ApJL 2020)
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How much energy can we dissipate?

•Emission of flares is 
periodic with orbital 
parameters.

•This dissipative 
power and emission 
will depend on the 
fraction of field lines 
that can be twisted 
(and which 
eventually 
reconnect).

Dissipation

Emission

Flaring in pre-merger binary neutron stars magnetospheres 5

Figure 5. Some as in Fig. 2 but with 45� misaligned
magnetic fields. The flaring is induced by the orbital mo-
tion. (Top) Out-of-plane magnetic field B� in the meridional
plane. (Bottom) Three-dimensional visualisation of the field
line configuration at the flare onset time.

B12 = B/1012 G and R13 = R/13 km. If further we as-
sume that reconnection in the flaring sheet happens dur-
ing the time �t ' 2a/vrec (Parfrey et al. 2013), where
vrec ⇠ 0.1c is the reconnection speed, we find that

Lmax
EM =

�Etwist

�t
⇡ ⌘

 2

2
vrec

R3

a4
E0 (5)

⇡ 4.6 ⇥ 1044⌘B2
12R

3
13 

2
⇡, (6)

where the pre-factor ⌘  1 quantifies the fraction of the
free energy in the twisted flux tube that is available for
reconnection, and flaring happens at twist value ⇠ ⇡,
i.e.  ⇡ =  /⇡. Although not exact, this scaling is very

similar to the one obtained from the simulations, and
the di↵erences might be associated with the assump-
tion of small twist in Eq. (6). We further find that
the energy dissipated in the current sheet is always and
order of magnitude below the energy carried away by
the flare. Although the scaling found in our simulations
seems very clean we caution that we have not included
any form of orbital decay caused by the inspiral. Since
this will be subdominant at larger separations we still
believe our results to be applicable to most binaries.

While our analysis has so far been focused on studying
a single system with equal magnetization and a non-zero
stellar spin of one of the neutron stars we now show that
the flaring e↵ect is quite general and will occur for a vari-
ety of orbital configurations. In Fig. 5 we show the flar-
ing process for an equally magnetized binary, where both
stars are non-spinning but the left star has a magnetic
moment that is misaligned by 45� with the direction of
the orbital angular momentum. Whereas in the fiducial
case the di↵erential motion was caused by a relative dif-
ference in spin between the two stars. A non-spinning
binary with a misaligned magnetic field will twist its
common magnetosphere because of the orbital motion
itself. In other words, while the energy that drives the
flare in the fiducial case was provided by the rotational
motion of the star, it is in this case provided purely
by the orbital motion. Since we expect pulsar magnetic
fields to be generally misaligned with their spin axis, this
proves that magnetic flaring on the timescale of the or-
bital period is the most generic result of the interaction
of magnetospheres with the comparable field strength of
both stars.

4. DISCUSSION

We have presented the first force-free electrodynam-
ics simulations demonstrating how powerful electromag-
netic flares can be launched as precursors to the neutron
star merger events. We have found that these are pro-
duced by a built-up of twist in the common force-free
magnetosphere of the binary system, caused by di↵er-
ential motion. We have shown that this can be either
caused by a relative spin di↵erence of the two stars or
misalignment of the magnetosphere, which are common
for pulsars.

While predicting both high-energy and coherent radio
emission signatures of the magnetic flare requires first-
principles kinetic plasma simulations, lessons learned in
the pulsar magnetosphere research allow us to describe
potential outcomes. For example, we expect most of the
dissipated power in the current sheet to go into accel-
erated particles and, at typical magnetic field strengths
� 106G at the sheet location, to be quickly radiated
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Exploring the parameter space
Flaring happens for different alignments and magnetizations 

ERM & Philippov  
(in prep)

different tilts
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Exploring the parameter space
Flaring happens for different alignments and magnetizations 

10x weaker field

ERM & Philippov  
(in prep)
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Exploring the parameter space

•X-ray timing of the 
NICER mission has 
revealed that PSR 
J0030+0451 has a 
multipolar field 
structure. Bilous+(2019)

38 Riley et al.

Figure 17. Top panel : schematic diagram of a surface heating configuration—and Earth inclination—representative of those
corresponding to points in the ST+PST posterior mode. The configuration rendered here corresponds to the sample that reported
the highest background-marginalized likelihood function value across all models (amongst the values reported by the set of
all nested samples). We project the hot regions onto a (unit) sphere and view from the Earth inclination with no ambient
gravitational field. The regions are constrained to exist in the same hemisphere, but with remarkably di↵erent morphologies.
The hot regions are approximately equal in e↵ective temperature and thus we define a new temperature symbol Te↵ that is
common to both. We also display the channel-summed count rate pulse generated by the source emission and indicate which
region generates which component; we refer the reader to Figure 14, where this signal is also displayed, for more information.
Bottom panel : note that we impose (via the prior support) that the Earth inclination lies within the northern rotational
hemisphere, but an identical configuration (in terms of the physics that we consider and thus signal generation) is given via an
equatorial reflection of both the Earth direction and radiating regions; we render this alternative configuration as viewed from
the equatorial plane, and display the Earth inclination (but not azimuth) as the shaded angular interval bounded by the 16%
and 84% quantiles in marginal posterior mass (see Figure 21 and Table 2 for the numerical interval).

Riley+(2019)
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Exploring the parameter space

Gralla+(2017)

7

FIG. 1. Polar cap structure for the dipole pulsar. The polar caps have a circular shape near the magnetic poles, occupying a

physical area scaling as ✏2. We show J2R2
?/(✏B1)

2
, the dimensionless charge-current norm with the rotation rate scaled out.

(Here, as in Paper I, B1 is one-half the value of the magnetic field on the pole.) From left to right, we display inclinations

◆ = {0�, 30�, 60�, 90�}. In the bottom row, we use realistic parameters C = 1/2 and I = 2/5, while in the top row, we set

C = I = 0, which corresponds to neglecting general relativity. The polar cap shrinks with increasing stellar compactness C, as
illustrated by the black circles showing the C = 0 polar cap size for each respective inclination.
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FIG. 2. Poloidal field lines (level sets of ↵) for the

quadrudipole pulsar with the quadrupole-to-dipole ratio q = 3

and inclination ◆ = 30
�
. We shade in the regions of current

flow for ✏ = 1/50 (as in Fig. 4 of Paper I). The intersections of

these flows with the stellar surface define the polar caps. We

see that the northern (blue) cap is circular, while the southern

(red) cap is annular.

IV. RESULTS: DIPOLE AND QUADRUDIPOLE

We now present results for two specific choices of stel-
lar magnetization. First, we consider the canonical case
of a pure dipole. The flux function  is given (e.g.) in
Eq. (40) of Paper I. Following Eq. (36), the Euler poten-
tials are given by

↵ = �
3

2r

"
3 + 4 log f � 4f + f2

(1� f)3

#
µ sin2 ✓0, (39a)

� = '0, f = 1�
2M

r
. (39b)

(Although it is not apparent, this solution does approach
µ sin2 ✓0/r at large r, as required.) In Fig. 1, we plot
the norm of the charge-current, J2 = JµJµ = J2

� ⇢2e,
for a variety of parameters. The main result is that for
realistic compactness, there are regions of spacelike cur-
rent (J2 > 0) at all inclinations. Since spacelike cur-
rent ensures the pair production necessary to sustain a
high-multiplicity magnetosphere [18, 21, 22, 29], our re-
sults support the basic consistency of the dipole force-free
model. We also show flat spacetime (zero-compactness)
results to compare with previous work and illustrate the
role of general relativity. These are the first results for
the polar cap structure of the general relativistic force-
free inclined dipole pulsar.

•X-ray timing of the 
NICER mission has 
revealed that PSR 
J0030+0451 has a 
multipolar field 
structure. 

Does flaring still work 
in this case?

Bilous+(2019)
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Exploring the parameter space

ERM & Philippov (in prep)

Flaring happens for different topologies 

Can twist dipolar and/or quadrupolar part! 
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Outlook: Flares in magnetars

Flares can also be 
launched from twisted 
magnetar 
magnetospheres

Parfrey+(2012)

ERM,Ripperda,Philippov+(in prep)

Highly relevant in the 
context of recent 
 Fast Radio Burst 
observations from 
galactic magnetars

Bochenek+(2020)
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Outlook: Alfen waves in magnetars

Instead of magnetar 
giant flares, it is also 
possible to consider 
non-linear Alfven wave 
interactions. Yuan+(2020)

ERM,Philippov+(in prep)

Since the plasmoid 
formation in the current 
sheet happens at large 
scales, can leverage 
adaptive mesh 
refinement.
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Outlook: Balding black holes

A very similar 
phenomenon happens 
for balding black holes.

Lyutikov+(2011)

Transitioning from an 
initial dipolar field (e.g. 
from collapsing neutron 
star) to a split monopole 
solution causes the  
field lines to reconnect.

Bransgrove, Ripperda & Philippov(in prep)
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Conclusions

Twisting of magnetic field lines before the merger 
can launch powerful electromagnetic flares for a 

wide range of orbital parameters


